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ABSTRACT
Network management and control is a complex problem that requires intelligent, control methodologies to obtain satisfactory performance. Round trip time (RTT) scaling mechanism has been introduced for changing congestion window and to perform congestion control satisfactorily in all circumstances. This paper presents a fuzzy RTT scaling (FRTTS) scheme that performs RTT scaling and RTT scheduling for different high speed transmission control protocol (TCP) networks. In this scheme, RTT samples are allocated requesting application by using RTT scheduling factor and RTT samples are scaled for an application by using RTT scaling factor. A RTT scaler placed at the end node performs the RTT scheduling as well as RTT scaling. We also apply a FRTTS scheme on different high speed TCP's namely high-TCP (H-TCP) and scalable-TCP(S-TCP) and demonstrates that it provides better performance than non fuzzy scheme. The scheme has been extensively simulated to test the performance in terms of flow rate, RTT flows, packet size and congestion window size. The results show that FRTTS scheme provides better performance than non fuzzy scheme which employs dynamic RTT scheduling and RTT scaling.

INTRODUCTION
The basic design property limits the scalability of the existing TCP congestion control algorithm on bandwidths with a high bandwidth delay product (BDP). The linear rate of increase for the congestion window by one packet per RTT means, the following back off factor of the congestion window can take a substantial period of time before the window recovers. Xu et al. (2004) propose the Linux operating system an experimental algorithm called BIC-TCP. Cai et al. (2009) have proposed a number of proposals to modify the TCP congestion control algorithm and to improve performance in
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high bandwidth delay product paths. All of these are still experimental and pending evaluation as they change the congestion control in new and significant ways and their effects on the network are not well understood.

TCP is the standard Internet used by the majority of applications. Padhye et al. (2000) constructed two fundamental functions reliability and congestion control which motivated wide acceptance of TCP. TCP congestion control mechanism is based on a sliding window mechanism and employs an additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm with the purpose of transmission to the available network resources. Based on acknowledgement (ACK) feedback from the receiver, the sender detects packet losses and consequently adjusts its sending rate. TCP treats all packet losses as if they were caused by congestion, and as a consequence drastic reduction of sending rate is the only reaction on the packet loss detection. At connection startup, the available path capacity is probed with an exponential window increase (by one for every ACK), giving rise to what is referred to as slow start phase. Leith et al. (2008) constructed a protocol which enters the congestion avoidance phase, where the congestion window value is increased approximately linearly by one for every RTT.

Fuzzy logic has been used in congestion control algorithms such as Fuzzy leaky bucket algorithm (FLBA) and fuzzy explicit marking (FEM). Each of which showed the superiority of fuzzy approach proposed by Fengyuan et al. (2002) versus the non-fuzzy one. Our main contribution in this work is to provide a FRTTS algorithm which is more practical to deploy and maintains higher utilization and fairness, in the face of flows with widely varying RTTs and in the presence of short lived connections, in contrast with the traditional fuzzy logic systems. H-TCP, S-TCP, BIC, and FAST have proposed by David et al. (2006) to address the under-utilization problem of TCP in high speed and long distance networks. These high speed TCP variants constructed by Sumitha et al. (2006) modify the congestion avoidance algorithms of TCP to be more aggressive in high speed networks. They still use the same fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms as TCP, which enables TCP to detect and recover from packet loss earlier than the timeout period. However, it is well known that the fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms of TCP may misinterpret RTT scheduling as packet loss, and therefore cause TCP to perform poorly in networks with severe RTT scheduling. Li et al. (2007) used high speed TCP variants with the same fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms and may not achieve the expected high throughput when RTT scheduling occurs.

A number of solutions proposed by Kelly (2003) are H-TCP, S-TCP and FASTTCP. Roughly these protocols can be divided into two classes: loss based and delay based. Loss based versions share similar features with traditional TCP whereas delay based TCP is an extension of TCP Vegas (Christiansen, 2001). There is a considerable research regarding the modeling and analysis of high speed TCP versions. It is widely accepted that one of the most important issues with these protocols is operability and employability. This directly leads to the question of fairness. FAST TCP a delay-based TCP version that is designed as a transport protocol for next generation networks, especially high bandwidth delay product networks.

We introduce FRTTS scheme which is designed with fuzzy rules to perform RTT scaling and RTT scheduling in high speed TCP networks. The scheme operates at the base layer of the network and the data in knowledge base is updated periodically depending upon the running applications parameters. RTT scheduling factor and RTT scaling factor are computed adaptively based on four fuzzy parameters, RTT flows, flow rate, packet size and congestion window size.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The fuzzy approach is composed of three steps fuzzification, inference with rule base and defuzzification is introduced. RTT scheduling and RTT scaling algorithm are introduced based on
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